


At Hog Wild, we embrace the absurd and reject the conventional.

We’re here to make you laugh, make you run and make you film yourself 
doing something ridiculous.

We strive to be over the top, out of the box and just on the line of good 
taste. (One of our top toys is fake poo – what would you like us to do?)

We know how to have a good time, and we know you will, too.



$6.50 Each ($78 per case of 12)
Item #53505

$3.00 each ($36 per case of 12)
Item #53500

Single Character and Slime
Slurpees! The coolest toy that sucks! 
More specifically, that sucks up slime! 
Squeeze your little Slurpees, shove 
its snout into some slime and watch it 
slurp it up like a hungry vacuum!

Slurpees
Slurp it up and squeeze it 
out! SHLOORRRP! SLURP IT UP! 
BLAARRP! SQUISH IT OUT!

Slurpees are hungry and all 
they want is SLIME. Squish your 
Slurpees, plunge their snout into 
the slime and watch them slurp 
it up lickety-split! Then give ‘em 
a squeeze to squirt it all out again 
- Gross! Slurpees aren’t picky 
though; they’ll happily slurp 
and burp all day long!

Character Set and Slime 
Need more critters to feed? Every one of these packs comes with a 
feeding frenzy party that’s happy and hungry for all the slime! They 
love to slurp it, squirt it, and swim in it! It a Slurpee Slime Party!
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$10 Each ($80 per case of 8)
Item #54062

$12.50 Each ($75 per case of 6)
Item # 53507

Play Set 
It’s a slime slurpin’ paradise! Place some slime in the upper 
pool and go for a dip! Watch as the slime oozes down and 
fills the lower pool. Then give a blast of air from the pump 
to make it wiggle, burp and bubble! The sights! The sounds! 
The SLIME! It’s Slurp-tacular!

Unicorns with Attitude
Trust us, this is no bull. It’s a Unicorn. Grab these magical hooves and get ready 
to fire foam rainbows over 20 feet! Unicorn Power Poppers are rear-loaded, just 
lift up the fairy tail and load in the rainbow balls. It’s a rapid fire rainbow blast!
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Made to Skate. Ready to Roll!
Skate anywhere—all you need is a flat surface
Share tricks on social media #tonyhawkboxboarders

Birdhouse is a registered trademark of House of Hawk, LLC Tony Hawk is a registered trademark of Tony Hawk, Inc www.tonyhawk.com www.birdhouseskateboards.com
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$12.50 each ($100 per case of 8)
Item #58017

$5.00 each ($60 per case of 12)
Item #58016

1 Box Boarder
1 Mystery Tony
4 Trick ramps
1  phone camera holder

Aaron Homoki

Elliot Sloan

Clint Walker

Clive Dixon

Ben Raybourn

Thalente Biyela

Samarria Brevard

Lizzie Armanto

Kader Sylla

David Loy

Shawn Hale

Riley Hawk

custom deck art 
for each rider!
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$4.00 each ($96 per case of 24)
Item #53407

$3.00 each ($72 per case of 24)
Item #53405

$11.00 each ($66 per case of 6)
Item #53408

$8.50 each ($51 per case of 6)
Item #53410

Double the Plungers, Double the Fun
Sticky the Plunger is back with the double pack! Fling your flush-happy friends 
around your house and watch them stick to any flat surface. Need something to aim 
at? This pack comes with a toilet target sleeve that you can slide any picture into. 

Challenge your friends for a Sticky the 
Plunger target practice showdown!

Your Bathroom’s Best Friend 
Just Got Sticky!
Sticky the Plunger gets the job done 
with no unnecessary paperwork! Just 
throw at any flat surface and it will 
splat and stick!

Seventh Inning Stench
It’s the fling ‘n’ splat, toss ‘n’ catch game! Slip on your 
Toilet Gloves and get ready to play ball. Sticky the Poo is 
perfect for a soft toss or a wicked pitch! Squish it, mold it, 
just make sure to aim it in the toilet.

Don’t Forget to Order the BEST-SELLING STICKY!
It’s been tossed by monkeys in the finest zoos. Now there’s 
three fudgy friends to collect, squish, and throw.  When it 
hits a wall, it splats and sticks!

STICKIES | STIKBALL | TARGET 1-888-231-6465 | FREE FREIGHT ON ALL ORDERS12 13



$3.00 each ($72 per case of 24)
Item #53406

$3.00 each ($72 per case of 24)
Item #53482

$3.50 each ($84 per case of 24)
Item #53483

$3.00 each ($72 per case of 24)
Item # 53480FB

$3.00 each ($72 per case of 24)
Item #53412FB

Magically Splats and Sticks!
Sticky Unicorn Poo has a moldable mid-
dle and sticky surface that splats and 
sticks to any flat surface. If it gets dirty, 
just wash with water and it will regain 
its stickiness. WHAP!  DID I DOO THAT?

FRESH FROM THE GOLDEN THRONE
Skip the Rolex, get Sticky the Poo Gold 
Edition for some high-class stick & splat 
playtime! It’s the most luxurious poo of 
all the doo-doo.  It’s the #1 of #2’s. Every-
one who’s anyone has one. Do you? 

Sticky with a hint of Spooky
Splat, stick and glow in the dark! 
Sticky the Boo has paranormal 
skin that can illuminate a ghoulish 
glow. Play with all the lights off 
and aim your Sticky the Boo at a 
dark wall and watch it stick, stay 
put and glow for hours!

Awesome UV Reactive Stikball
Squish, stick, and draw with Sticky Doodle! This Stikball has incredible UV properties that 
change color when exposed to light.  Take out your UV light pen and unleash your imagina-
tion! Sticky Doodle will change back when taken into the shade.

Believe in Unicorns!
Sticky the Unicorn is moldable and 
sticky! That’s the kind of magic we 
expect from our Unicorns

STICKIES | STIKBALL | TARGET 1-888-231-6465 | FREE FREIGHT ON ALL ORDERS14 15



$6.00 each
Item #53403

$8.50 each ($51 per case of 6)
Item #53400

$3.00 each ($72 per case of 24)
Item #53440FB

$5.00 each ($60 per case of 12)
Item #53401

$3.00 each ($72 per case of 24)
Item #53459FB

6 05168 53403 1

Silly Rabbit, Sticky Easter Eggs Crack Me Up!
Celebrate Easter with Sticky the Easter Egg. It’s got a 
sticky outer surface and moldable middle, so it splats 
and sticks to any flat surface. If it gets dirty, simply run 
under water and it regains its stickiness.

We Love Sports!
Sticky Sport Balls splat and stick to any flat surface and we’ve got you covered with our three favorite 
sports—football, basketball and baseball! Bad call on fourth down? Don’t wait for the challenge flag! 
Throw a sticky sports ball to show your displeasure or happiness! Assorted display only.

Throw Some Strikes!
A little smaller than a baseball, Stikball has a 
sticky outer surface and a moldable middle. Rear 
back and throw it against walls, doors or the 
included Strike Zone Target and measure your 
accuracy against other players. When it hits a 
flat surface, it ‘splats!’ includes: 2 Stikballs, and 1 
Strike Zone Target. Are you in the Strike Zone?

Toss and Catch!
Two flat-surface mitts and one Stikball for the ultimate 
game of catch – indoor or outdoor! Stikball splats and 
sticks. If the Stikball gets dirty, just wash under water 
and it returns to its original sticky surface!

Primo Target for Walls & Doors
Full color vinyl target easily attaches 
to walls and flat surfaces. 20”x24”, 
rolled in tubes.

 
FREE DEMO FOR RETAILERS! Demo Stikball and 
we’ll supply a free vinyl target and one Stikball. 
Just write “FREE DEMO” on your order.

STICKIES | STIKBALL | TARGET 1-888-231-6465 | FREE FREIGHT ON ALL ORDERS16 17



12 Unit Display x 2 (24 pieces)
$3 each ($72 per case) Item # 53405
$3.00 each ($72 per case of 24)
Item #53436

$3.00 each ($72 per case of 24)
Item #53402

12 Unit Display x 2 (24 pieces)
$3 each ($72 per case) Item # 53405
$3.00 Each ($72 Per Case of 24)
Item #53475Item #54135

6 05168 54135 0

Toss and Catch!
Need more balls? We’ve got ‘em, ready for your game.

FREE In-Store Demo Stikballs Target 
Increase your Sticky Ball sales with the power of demonstration.  
We’ll supply the FREE target with any order of 48 pieces or more. 
Plus, we’ll include TWO FREE Sticky Balls to get that demo party 
started. Target size = 20” x 24” 
WE SUPPORT DEMO DAYS!

Sticky Frosted Fun!
Sticky the Cupcake has a moldable middle and sticky outer 
surface that is ideal for chucking and sticking against any 
flat surface. It’s fun to throw but terrible to eat so don’t eat 
it. Throw it. Watch it splat and stick. But never eat.

Fake food, really sticky, get your food fight on!
Finally, food you’re allowed to play with!

STICKIES | STIKBALL | TARGET 1-888-231-6465 | FREE FREIGHT ON ALL ORDERS18 19



$3.00 each ($72 per case of 24)
Item # 53455

$3.00 each ($72 per case of 24)
Item # 53438

$3.00 each ($72 per case of 24)
Item # 53423

$3.00 each ($36 per case of 12) 
Item #53426

$3.00 each ($36 per case of 12) 
Item #53428

$3.00 each ($36 per case of 12) 
Item #53427

$3.00 each ($36 per case of 12) 
Item #53429

Stealthy Splats & Sticks
Like most Ninjas, this one splats and sticks to any flat 
surface.  If the Ninja gets dirty, just run under tap water 
and it regains its stickiness! WHITE and BLACK assorted.

Throw Me How You Really Feel!
Sticky the Emoji has a moldable middle and sticky surface 
that splats and sticks to any surface. If it gets dirty, just 
wash with water and it regains its stickiness.

World’s Tastiest Sticky Balls Sold Here!
They’re all candy icons we’ve enjoyed, and now they splat and 
stick to any flat surface! Squishy on the inside and sticky on the 
outside. If they get dirty, simply rinse with water and they regain 
stickiness! Remember, they’re made for throwing, not eating!

STICKIES | STIKBALL | TARGET 1-888-231-6465 | FREE FREIGHT ON ALL ORDERS20 21



$10.00each ($80 per case of 10)
Item #14800

$12.50 each ($100 per case of 8)
Item #54004

$9.00 each ($72 per case of 8)
Item #54003

$6.50 each ($52 per case of 8)
Item #54001

Pocket Size, Pump Action!
Load in soft foam balls and blast 
them out in rapid succession.

Fires 12 Soft Foam Balls in rapid succession!
Pump action – the quicker you pump, the faster and 
farther you can shoot!

The Big Daddy Delivers!
Firing 18 soft foam balls in rapid succession 
through its twin barrels, this Big Blaster 
gives you two times the fire power!

Sk8 EZ Brah!
Shred, grind and ride -with your hands! 100% extreme! 0% ankle 
injuries! This handy board lets you take to the streets, living 
room, patio, or anywhere with a flat surface! Soft foam wheels 
and flexible trucks let you roll, grind, and slide, performing 
amazing tricks all with your hands! No helmet required.

SK8 RIGS 1-888-231-6465 | FREE FREIGHT ON ALL ORDERS22 23



$12.75 each ($102 per case of 8)
Item #54092

$10.00 each ($80 per case of 8)
Item #54090

$7.50 each ($60 per case of 8)
Item #54091

Item #54135

$5.00 each ($60 per case of 12)
Item #54120

Hogs Gone Wild!
Detailed camo styling means more fun for the outdoor types. 
Includes six soft foam balls that shoot in rapid succession.

Two Times the Fun!
The big daddy has gone CAMO, too! Fires 18 balls in rapid succession. 
Just pump the handle. The faster you pump, the faster you fire!

FREE In-Store Demo Target!
Increase your sales by demonstrating Power Poppers or Squeeze Poppers. We’ve got 
a fantastic sticky target (20” x 24”) where our soft foam balls ‘stick’ and self-release 
into the tray. Just ask one of our crack sales team members to include with your order.

Stick and Release Technology!
Take aim and shoot at our revolutionary sticky target! Foam 
balls stick and then self-release: it’s the ultimate drop and roll 
technology. If the target gets dust or debris on it, just use sticky 
tape, a lint roller or a damp cloth to clean off the debris.

 Target is 8.5 x 11 inches with an easel.

The Best Just Got Better!
The best seller in the line with a 
cool CAMO look! Includes 12 soft 
foam balls with superfast reloads!

POWER POPPERS 1-888-231-6465 | FREE FREIGHT ON ALL ORDERS24 25



12 Unit Display x 2 (24 pieces)
$3 each ($72 per case) Item # 53405
$7.50 each ($90 per case of 12)
Item #51000

12 Unit Display x 2 (24 pieces)
$3 each ($72 per case) Item # 53405
$3.00 each ($72 per case of 24)
Item #44020

12 Unit Display x 2 (24 pieces)
$3 each ($72 per case) Item # 53405
$3.00 each ($72 per case of 24)
Item #44010

12 Unit Display x 2 (24 pieces)
$3 each ($72 per case) Item # 53405
$3.00 each ($72 per case of 24)
Item #44015

$2.50 each ($30 per case of 12)
Item #51050

Face Lift to the Front Runner!
Air Strike Catapult comes in fresh colors as part of the Air 
Strike line.  Simply aim your catapult at the desired target.  
The super grip suction cups keep it firmly in place.  Then load 
one of six spiked foam balls, pull back the swing arm and let 
go!  You’ll launch a soft spiked foam ball up to 30 feet!

Mini Cotton Swab Shooter #1
X-Bow launches a cotton swab up to 20 feet!  
Pull back the bow cord until it rests in notch. 
Insert swab and pull down the launch ring to fire! 
Includes 25 cotton swabs. Refills available in 
mom’s medicine cabinet.

Mini Cotton Swab Shooter #2 
Q Shot fires a cotton swab up to 20 feet! Insert swab into end of barrel until you hear 
a ‘click.’ Then squeeze the handles together to launch the soft cotton swab. Sold in 24 
pack display. Refills available in dad’s medicine cabinet.

Spiked Foam Ball Refills
Six ball per package
Sold in 12s

Popular by Design
The Rubber Band Shooter (RBS) is one of 
our most popular items and now it has a 
package refresh!  But why fix something 
that’s not broke?  Money, dummy, as now 
RBS is part of a line instead of being a 
lonely only.  Put RBS next to the other 
Micro Blasters and you’ve got a solid gold 
winning team that just wants to win more!

CUBICLES COMBAT 1-888-231-6465 | FREE FREIGHT ON ALL ORDERS26 27



$10.00 each ($60 per case of 6)
Item #90648

$10.00 each ($60 per case of 6)
Item #90643

$3.00 each ($72 per case of 24)
Item # 90644

$3.00 each ($72 per case of 24)
Item # 90623

$6.50 each ($78 per case of 12)
Item #90618

$3.00 each ($36 per case of 12)
Item #90616

$3.00 each ($72 per case of 24)
Item #90616CDU

Buy Single Stikbots Here!
Stikbot comes in 12 assorted 
colors. Single packs are a 
great way for end users to 
collect and share!

Stikbot Dinos Now Roaming Earth!
Danger is in the air, and movie-making magic is 
now under your creative control! Unlock the power 
of T-Rex and his five prehistoric pals as they take 
your story anywhere you can imagine. Now you’ve 
got the big screen potential you’ve been waiting 
for! Are you ready for a summer blockbuster?

Set Phasers on Fun!
Bridge to captain! There’s an incredible Stikbot 
Space Movie Set approaching and it’s enormous!  
This Movie Set has everything you need to battle the 
aliens, explore strange new worlds, to seek out new 
life and new civilizations, and to boldly go where 
no Bot has gone before! Beam me up, Stikbot, and 
share on the Stikbot Central YouTube channel. 

Create, Animate, SCARE! 
New Stikbots are here and they’re more monstrous than ever before! YOU 
are the stop-motion director and your cast of creepy creatures are ready 
to animate. Collect all the twisted characters to make amazing stop-mo-
tion movies using the Stikbot Studio App and share online with #Stikbot!

Big, Fierce & Ready to Roar!
You are a Spielberg protegee and now is your time to cre-
ate the greatest Dino movie ever! The props are all here 
(cages, electrified fences, muzzle, blaster gun and more) 
and combined with your imagination and the ease of. 
Stikbot animation, nothing is impossible.  Dig in, create 
your own Dino theme park and show us what a summer 
blockbuster really looks and sounds like! Callout: Lights, 
Camera, Action!

Includes one Stikbot, ten accessories, four hand clips, complete space ward-
robe of stick-on clothes, a Space Station and the outlandish Alien Planet.

920,000+ subscribers and growing every minute!
376 MILLION Views of Stikbot Videos!
300,000+ unique videos created by Stikbot Animators
Continuous Digital Advertising and Paid Social Media are driving 
this brand to unprecedented heights!

Trifecta of Movie Magic
ONE: A sensational Stikbot lead actor that is known and 
loved by a worldwide audience. 
TWO: A brand-new animal side-kick actor to draw upon 
untapped emotions and unlimited adventures. 
THREE: A three-legged tripod to help steady and capture all 
the entertainment that you, the animator, can muster. Now 
that’s a three-peat-triple-threat of movie making magic!

STIKBOT 1-888-231-6465 | FREE FREIGHT ON ALL ORDERS28 29



$4.50 each ($67.50per case of 15)
Item #90675

$4.50 each ($67.50per case of 15)
Item #90681

$4.00 each ($120 per case of 30)
Item #81001

$4.50 each ($67.50 per case of 15)
Item #90677

$2.00 each ($60 per case of 30)
Item #90402

Control the Roll!
Composed of two high-bounce balls connected by 
a special belt, Thumb Chucks are interchangeable, 
allowing for unique customization. Each Chuck 
contains a high-powered LED light that pulses at 
impact throwing you to play any time – night or day!

Addictive Fun You’ll Flip For!
It’s a brand new and extremely addictive skill toy!  Spin it, 
twirl it or flip it! Any way you choose to twist, turn or twirl, 
Flip Finz light up in style!  Master your technique and learn 
tons of amazing tricks from our highly-informative amazing 
tricks from our highly-informative YouTube channel.  Each 
fin contains a high-powered LED that pulses with each 
movement, allowing you to play all day and night.  Assorted 
colors. Fits in your pocket for on-the-go-fun!

Click’n Fidget Widget 
Is it bendable and posable art? Or 
a fun fidget toy that makes a cool 
clicking sound? Maybe it’s both!

Yo, Top Rama! Can You Zing Dama?
Master all the tricks and put Zing Dama to the ultimate test!  Wear the ring or hold it free-hand.  LEDs include 
in both the ring and the ball.  Catch the ball in the cup or go for an expert landing on the side and corners!  Fits 
in your pocket, so it’s go-any way skill play. Each package includes one Zing Ring. Comes in assorted colors.

Thumb Chuckz Go Heavy Metal!
Thumb Chuckz now come in four metallic colors- Gold, Bronze, Silver, and Black!  
Soft to touch, they feel wonderful and balanced in your hand!  Each set includes 
one basic trick with more tips and tricks available on YouTube!  Now you can 
control the roll and define the shine! Lookin’ metal-riffic, Metal Chuckz!

ZING EDP 1-888-231-6465 | FREE FREIGHT ON ALL ORDERS30 31



$17.50 each ($70 per case of 4)
Item #54270

$15.00 each ($60 per case of 4)
Item #54099

Reinventing the catch and pass of the past. Pop in pairs!
The no-throw-needed game of catch. 
Pop and Pass is the name is the game. Sounds amazing! Launch each ball with an 
incredible “BLOOP!” Pass it to your friend to catch, or blast it straight up for single 
player action! Pull the handle back to load, then quickly push forward and “BLOOP!” 
See how far you can launch that ball.  Its open play and it sounds amazing!

Get the goal out and toss it! 
The newest game on the green. Create your own course with real golf action, 
any place you choose! Toss the flag out to create each hole, set the ball up on 
its built-in stand, and 1-2-3-FORE! The ball goes flying, and the birdie tail keeps 
it in play, no matter how powerful the swing! Perfect for all ages and skill. The 
birdie design prevents the ball from rolling away, keeping the play close and 
exciting. A new take on a classic game!

HOG OUTDOORS 1-888-231-6465 | FREE FREIGHT ON ALL ORDERS32 33



$15.00 each ($90 per case of 6)
Item #90302

$6.00 each ($72 per case of 12)
Item #90303

$20 each ($80 per case of 4)
Item #90301

$10.00 each ($60 per case of 6)
Item #90300

$6 each ($72 per case of 12)
Item #90304

Ultimate Archery Experience
Z-Curve Bow is the best-in-class, and 
we’ve got a legion of fans to prove it! 
Hook in the Zartz™ Suction Cup Arrow 
to hit and stick on targets! Or load up a 
Zonic™ Whistling Arrow, take aim, and 
hear it fly through the air at more than 
125 feet! “INCREDIBLE” does not describe 
how cool this bow is and how much fun it 
delivers! Includes one Z-Curve Bow, two 
Zonic™ Whistling Arrows, and one Zartz™ 
Suction Cup Arrow.

Get Extra Ammo Here!
Make sure you have plenty of ammo to keep 
the fun going! One Soft Foam Suction Cup 
arrow and two long-range Zonic arrows. 
Three arrows per pack.  Works with Z-Curve, 
Z-Bow, and FireTek Bows. 

The Power of Z!
The Zing Air Z-Bow is the ULTIMATE test of your 
accuracy! READY, AIM, FIRE! Hook in the Zonic 
long-range whistle arrow, position the shot, and 
watch how far the arrow can go. You can launch 
the ZONIC whistle arrow over 100 feet. Hook in 
the Zartz suction cup arrow and see how many 
places the arrow can stick! Patented launching 
system will allow only the soft, safe provided 
ammo to be used!

Light Up the Night!
Light up the day or night with the Air Storm FireTek Bow! 
The ultimate foam bow and arrow—now with blazing light-
up power! Fire up the Zonic Blaze whistle arrows, hook the 
arrows in the fast-load loops, then ready, aim and fire! 
Watch as your arrows light up the sky and scream over 145 
feet through the air!

The Zing Air Zano Bow is the 
perfect indoor Archery Set! The 
Zano Bow shoots arrows over 30 
feet that stick to almost any flat 
surface. Set up the wall target for 
awesome indoor target practice 
in the bedroom or the office!

Package includes one FireTek Bow and 
three Zonic Blaze Whistle Arrows.

Package Contains Z-Bow, 1 Zonic Whistle Arrow and 1 Zartz Suction Cup Arrow.

Includes: 1 Zing Air 
Zano Bow, 2 Zartz 
Suction Cup Arrows 
and 1 Wall Target.

HOG OUTDOORS 1-888-231-6465 | FREE FREIGHT ON ALL ORDERS34 35
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$6.50 each ($78 per case of 12)
Item #90113

$9.00 each ($108 per case of 12)
Item #90317

12 Unit Display x 2 (24 pieces)
$3 each ($72 per case) Item # 53405

$8.00 each ($96 per case of 12)
Item #90316

12 Unit Display x 2 (24 pieces)
$3 each ($72 per case) Item # 53405

$7.00 each ($84 per case of 12)
Item #90315

Rockets Up & Helicopters Down!
Light up the night or supercharge your 
day with the FireTek Rocket Copter! It’s 
two awesome products in one! Using the 
bungee-launcher, pull back and watch 
it rocket up over 45 meters (approx. 
150 feet) and then copter back down to 
planet earth! Includes the mind-blowing 
Firetek LED whistle that screams fun 
and excitement! Contains one Rip Zip 
Launcher and two Firetek Rockets.

Flyz Up to 250 Feet!
Soar to legendary heights with 
Sky Ripperz! We’ve included 
two for twice the fun plus the 
bungee launcher. Sky Ripperz 
include “Whistle Screaming 
Technology” so they are a 
blast to shoot, watch and 
hear!  Rockets are ready 
for flight with no assembly 
required. Ideal for outdoor 
adventures at the park, beach 
or school grounds!

Command the Sky!
Sky Gliderz are high-flying, soft-foam stunt planes that loop and glide over 
120 feet! Launch with the Rip-Zip Launcher and watch the Sky Gliderz per-
form all kinds of tricks at supersonic speeds with whistle-screaming action!

Contains one Rip Zip Launcher 
and two Firetek Rockets.

Package includes Zing Shot Launcher 
and three RedX balls for triple the fun.

Ultimate Foam Ball Launcher
Compact and pocket size for fun 
on the run! Load up with RedX foam 
ammo, pull back, then... READY, AIM, 
FIRE! Launches over 45 feet! Set up 
some target cans for practice, go for 
distance, or shoot against a wall for 
bounce-back action. The patented 
launching system is specially 
designed to only shoot the RedX 
foam ammo. Package includes Zing 
Shot Launcher and three RedX balls 
for triple the fun.

HOG OUTDOORS 1-888-231-6465 | FREE FREIGHT ON ALL ORDERS38 39



$5.00 each ($30 per case of 6)
Item #81003

$7.50 each ($45 per case of 6)
Item #81008

$5.00 each ($60 per case of 12)
Item #90112

$1.50 each ($54 per case of 36)
Item #90110

Soft Indoor Boomerang!
This soft foam boomerang is a breeze to throw and 
a snap to catch!  Circles out two to ten feet and 
always comes back.  Furniture friendly.

Throw Like A Pro!
The first small-size American Football with Perfect Spin Technology that 
creates a stable and accurate flight. The Spinner LED works best as a throw-
and-catch game between two or more people. Start close to get warmed up 
and slowly increase the distance to challenge your skills. Helix Spinner LED 
lights up and its small size and light weight design make it easy to throw. 
Now you can take your game to a whole new level

POWER SWINGPOWER SWING

Throw for Extreme Distance
With a retractable cord, you can now throw a small-size American 
football up to 350 feet. Just pull out the retractable cord, swing the ball 
and let it go! The distance and perfect spiral are mind blowing fun! Now 
you’ve got an arm like a rocket and the mind of a scientist!

Soft Outdoor Boomerang
It’s the original backyard boomerang that’s easy to 
throw and fun to catch! Simply toss and it will circle 
out 30 feet and arc right back to you! Perfect for the 
backyard, park, beach or playground! 

HOG OUTDOORS 1-888-231-6465 | FREE FREIGHT ON ALL ORDERS40 41



$10.00 each ($60 per case of 6)
Item #81006

$9.00 each ($54 per case of 6)
Item #81002

$4.50 each ($108 per case of 24)
Item #81009

Sling It and Fling It!
Hyper Ball is an outdoor toy that’s ideal 
for toss and catch.  It’s pocket size, light 
weight and includes a special internal mech-
anism that adds distance and performance.  
Hold the tab of the ball and swing it to gain 
momentum.  When ready, launch it in the air 
for an amazing long-distance flight. Show 
your trick shots with this highly-addictive 
toy. Hyper Ball comes in assorted colors.

The Future of Toss and Catch!
Sling Stix looks like no other toss-and-
catch toy. To play, aim the suction cup 
and grab onto the incoming ball. The 
soft flexible suction cup head grabs on 
and holds the ball in place! To throw, 
simply press the release trigger and 
give the ball a fling. The lever arm lets 
you throw for long distances with ease. 
Now you’ve got a futuristic way to play 
toss and catch and create your own 
games. This revolutionary product is a 
true game changer!

Indoor OR Outdoor Play!
Helix is an indoor or outdoor activity toy 
containing two paddles and two revolu-
tionary shuttles. Challenge your friends 
to play the longest rallies ever! Or go 
solo against a wall! The Helix shuttle has 
the speed of a ball and the slow motion 
of a shuttlecock, the perfect combina-
tion of two very famous and traditional 
game plays. The shuttle uses Innovative 
Spin Technology, which creates a stable 
flight and turns quickly on the rebound.
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$4.00 each ($48 per case of 12)
Item #90319

12 Unit Display x 2 (24 pieces)
$3 each ($72 per case) Item # 53405

12 Unit Display x 2 (24 pieces)
$3 each ($72 per case) Item # 53405

$7.50 each ($45 per case of 6)
Item #90500

$2.00 each ($72 per case of 36)
Item #90111

$5.00 each ($30 per case of 6)
Item #52050

Air Powered Sky-High Flyers!
Prepare for a high-powered take-off 
with the compact, air-powered Blast 
Off Pop Rocketz. Position the rocket 
on the launcher, aim for the sky, and 
just squeeze. Watch it zoom up to 50 
feet! Contains the Pop Rocketz hand 
launcher and three Rockets.

Foot-Powered Rocket Launcher!
Slam the launch pad using your foot and blast a foam rocket up to 150 
feet in the air!  Adjustable launch-angle setting for high-arching and 
targeted flights.  Includes three Zoom Rockets and Zoom Launch Pad 
with Flexible air-fuel hose. Harder you stomp, higher it goes!

Spin, Pop and Catch!
Turn these jumpers inside out, drop them on a 
flat surface and watch them POP up!

Remember the Clackers from the late 
60s/early 70s?  Of course not because 
you’re way too young.  Here’s a new and 
improved version.  Just move the handle 
up and down (ie. Like you’re drumming 
for the Stones) and the soft rubber balls 
smack together.  Fun tricks – from simple 
to expert – keep a young body like yours 
healthy and active.
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12 Unit Display x 2 (24 pieces)
$3 each ($72 per case) Item # 53405
$10.00 each ($60 per case of 6)
Item #81011

$12.50 each ($75 per case of 6)
Item #81000

12 Unit Display x 2 (24 pieces)
$3 each ($72 per case) Item # 53405
$12.50 each ($75 per case of 6)
Item #81005

$15.00 each ($90 per case of 6)
Item #81004

Can You Crack the Code?
A safe is loaded with stolen treasures. 
Can you crack the code using your spy 
gear and capture the loot? Use the 
fingerprint scanner to open the safe! 
No match? Try again because the sus-
pense is growing and time is running 
out! Safe Breaker challenges all of your 
spy skills, memory and with a little bit 

of luck, maybe you can 
crack the number code and 
unlock the safe. Collect the 
most treasure to win!

The Quest for Fire Continues!
Enter a dark mysterious temple using 
your Fire Torch. Overcome the five 
obstacles on the path, reach the shrine, 
and with your torch in hand, light up the 
temple and find the treasure! Players 
need to be creative, physical and 
adventurous. Try to be fast but careful 
you’re playing with fire! Set up the check 
points and challenges within the room, 
and follow the path based upon the 
colors of the fire. Complete the course 
and try to beat your opponent’s score 
shown on the display!

How Fast Can You Break Free?
Break Free is a super-secret spy mission that will 
challenge you both physically and mentally. Find the 
secret in the maze that will unlock the handcuffs. Each 
color represents the difficulty  level, making each 
round unpredictable. Players are handcuffed together. 
Using the lock pick, moving up and down, twisting left 
and right, can you be the first to Break Free and win? 

Do You Have the Skills To Be A Master Spy?
This interactive game tests your spy skills by chal-
lenging a team to work together to complete three 
exciting tasks!  Can you set a captured player free 
from the master belt before time runs out? Game 
play includes tests of skill, strategy and luck and 
offers different levels of difficulty, so kids and 
adults can play over and over!

Fully Supported with Social 
Media & Digital Advertising!

Supported with Social Media & Digital Advertising!

 Fully Supported with Social 
Media & Digital Advertising!

Record your best escape, upload it to social media using #BreakFreeChal-
lenge, to see and challenge other competitors! Fun for the entire family! 
Fully Supported with Social Media & Digital Advertising!
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12 Unit Display x 2 (24 pieces)
$3 each ($72 per case) Item # 
$10 each ($60  per case of 6)
Item #81013

$9.00 each ($54 per case of 6)
Item #81007

12 Unit Display x 2 (24 pieces)
$3 each ($72 per case) Item # 53405
$14 each ($84 per case of 6)
Item #81014

$10.00 each ($60 per case of 6)
Item #90502

The Ultimate Battle Between Fast-Flicking Tongues
It’s game-on my insect-loving friend! Put on the mask and 
get ready to face the Tic Tac Tongue: a game of skill, speed 
and agility, where to win you have to be the first to knock 
down the target that matches the card that’s turned over. 
Show your true colors and become a chameleon! You’ll have 
fun snapping the insects by shooting your tongue out and 
knocking them over!

Exciting Game with a Bang!
Blast Box is a suspense-filled action game with an 
explosive outcome that will make you jump right out 
of your seat! Inflate one balloon per player and place 
them inside the Blast Box. Players use the spinner to 
determine how many spikes to hammer into the box 
when it’s their turn. But be careful where you place the 
spikes...burst a balloon and you’re out!

NEW! Supported with Social Media & Digital Advertising!

Includes two chameleon masks with retractable 
tongues, ten insect targets and ten playing cards. 
Complete rules and game play instructions included.

Fully Supported with Social Media & Digital Advertising!

Cut the Wire is a game of strategy, memory and luck. 
A device is ticking and is about to go off. Players 
compete to see who will cut the right wire, defuse the 
device, and save the day. Use secret clues for hints 
to help figure out how to avoid cutting the wrong wire 
and losing the game. It’s the ultimate race to see who 
can defuse or lose…before it’s too late!

This all new hilarious twist on the water roulette game challenges players to press the watermelon 
against your head as many times as said on the spinner. A suspenseful game in which you never know 
when the watermelon will fully crack open. If it cracks on your turn, you either get covered with water 
or plastic watermelon seeds and you are out of the game. Be the last player left to avoid having the 
watermelon crack open and you win. Great for indoor play with seeds or outdoor play with water.
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$8.50 each ($51 per case of 6)
Item #90505

12 Unit Display x 2 (24 pieces)
$3 each ($72 per case) Item # 53405
$7.50 each ($60 per case of 8)
Item #10463

Cooking with a Twist!
The ultimate cooking companion! Reel Roaster is one of our most 
popular outdoor cooking devices ever!  Just crank the fishing 
reel to rotate the 27” telescopic stainless steel skewer.

Shark #12061

Soft, Cuddly and Wearable Headlights
Head LitesTM light up the night, whether exploring outside or reading in bed.  
Each soft and cuddly Head Lit has two independent lights, which shine from 
the character’s eyes.  Just touch the ear to click “on” and “off”.  You can 
adjust light to shine in different locations (ie. Up, down and off to the side!)

A Grossly High-Stakes Game
Challenge your friends to a game that may make them 
acquaintances. See who can bounce all their Ping-Pong balls 
into their respective holes on the pyramid, then finally the 
center cup. The last player to finish has to draw a card, mix 
weirdly different ingredients into the center cup and drink up!

Wolf #12052

Fox #12057

T-Rex #12062

Fox #12055

HeadLites Floor Display
FREE when you buy two cases!
All are 4 pcs per case. All case 
prices are $40.00 per case
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$7.50 each ($90 per case of 12)
Item #10404

12 Unit Display x 2 (24 pieces)
$3 each ($72 per case) Item # 53405
$2.00 each ($48 per case of 24)
Item #47000

$3.50 each ($42 per case of 12)
Item #10300

Push Button Chocolate Milk Mixer
Cool styling and a proven winner!  The Moo Mixer Supreme features 
an easy to use trigger button, fun to hold handle and large detach-
able clear tumbler.  Battery operated (two AAs, not included).

Get Ready to Thumble!
Just insert thumbs into opposite corner holes and come 
out wrestling. Pin your opponent’s thumb and win!

Farm sticks #10490
$1.25 each ($60 per case of 48)

Zoo sticks #10500
$1.25 each ($60 per case of 48)

Spins, flies and writes
The first pen that flies to new 
heights and lives to write about 
it!  Place in left hand and roll out 
with right hand, away from your 
body.  Three colors in assort-
ment.  24 pens per tub

Fish sticks #10490
$1.25 each ($60 per case of 48)

Dino sticks #10495
$1.25 each ($60 per case of 48)

The Easiest Chop Sticks You’ll Ever Use
Fish Sticks, Farm Sticks, Dino Sticks and Zoo Sticks are for people who have a hard time using chop sticks.  The one-piece design makes 
picking up food a snap and lets everyone – especially kids – enjoy chop sticks.  Each style comes in eight fun shapes with bright colors.

MOO-LICIOUS!
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12 Unit Display x 2 (24 pieces)
$3 each ($72 per case) Item # 53405
$5.50 Each ($66 Per case of 12)
White- Item #54908

$5.50 Each ($66 Per case of 12)
Pink- Item #54906

Sage #62004 $12.50 each ($75 per case of 6)

Comfortable Reading Anywhere
Inspired by the Great Pyramids, this uniquely shaped pillow with bookmark props a book at the perfect angle 
for reading – in bed, at a table, favorite chair, on the floor and virtually anywhere.  Simply placing the spine of 
the book into the ledge allows readers a free hand to take notes, snack and truly relax.

Enchanted Magical Poppers!
Magnificent rainbows are popping near you! Pink and White Unicorns shoot 
rainbow colored soft foam balls up to 20 feet. Just squeeze the Unicorn’s 
belly to fire. Includes six soft foam balls.

Taupe #62018 $12.50 each ($75 per case of 6) Eggplant #62021 $12.50 each ($75 per case of 6)

Blue #62003 $12.50 each ($75 per case of 6) Owl #62028 $12.50 each ($75 per case of 6) Burgundy #62006 $12.50 each ($75 per case of 6)

Llama #62031 $12.50 each ($75 per case of 6) Unicorn #62033 $12.50 each ($75 per case of 6) Kitty #62032 $12.50 each ($75 per case of 6)
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$5.50 Each ($66 Per case of 12)
Item #54793

$5.50 Each ($66 Per case of 12)
Item #54776

$5.50 Each ($66 Per case of 12)
Item #54777

$5.50 Each ($66 Per case of 12)
Item #54775

12 Unit Display x 2 (24 pieces)
$3 each ($72 per case) Item # 53405

12 Unit Display x 2 (24 pieces)
$3 each ($72 per case) Item # 53405

$5.50 Each ($66 Per case of 12)
Item #54358

12 Unit Display x 2 (24 pieces)
$3 each ($72 per case) Item # 53405

$5.50 Each ($66 Per case of 12)
Item #54310

$5.50 Each ($66 Per case of 12)
Item #54300

$5.50 Each ($66 Per case of 12)
Item #54359

DILL WITH IT!

I’m A Fruit AND A Popper!
Avocado Poppers are the first fruit that shoots 
a soft foam ball up to 20 feet! Probably not 
100% accurate but they do include six soft 
foam balls that resemble a pit.

You’re Completely Bananas and I Love It!
There is a Banana Squeeze Popper in my pocket and 
I am happy to see you! Now you can shoot a soft 
foam ball from your Banana Popper up to 20 feet. 
Includes six soft foam balls, banana boy!

Mahalo, My Spikey Friend
Pineapple Poppers are fresh from the plantation and 
each includes six soft foam balls. Just give the pineap-
ple a squeeze and you’ll shoot a soft foam ball up to 20 
feet! Follow a doctor’s advice: Two or more servings of 
Fruit Poppers daily and you’ll feel a lot better!

A Pretty Big Dill
This Pickle Popper is full of sweet ‘n’ sour power to 
shoot foam balls over 20 feet! But don’t worry, it’s 
all totally kosher. Squeeze hard to get this gherkin 
burpin’ balls inside or outside. If anyone has a 
problem, just tell them to “dill with it.”

UNICORN OF THE SEA
He’s got the weird sword-like tooth but still 100% 
adorable and easy to love. Shoots a soft foam ball 
up to 20 feet for a whale of a good time!

Soft Foam Flying Fun!
Just squeeze the pig’s belly to launch the soft foam 
balls. The harder you squeeze, the further it shoots – 
up to 20 feet. Pig Popper is air powered and safe for 
both indoor and outdoor play.  Includes six soft foam 
balls.  Works with all Power Popper refills.

Udderly Awesome!
Give that Cow a friendly squeeze and launch a soft foam 
ball. The harder you squeeze, the further it shoots – up to 
20 feet!  Moo Popper is ideal for indoor and outdoor play.  
Includes six soft foam balls.  Get your Moo on, partner!

Chill Out
Don’t sleep on this Squeeze Popper! Just load one of the 
six soft foam balls and squeeze to shoot – up to 20 feet!
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$5.50 Each ($66 Per case of 12)
Item #54791

$5.50 Each ($66 Per case of 12)
Item #54620

$5.50 Each ($66 Per case of 12)
Item #54330

$5.50 Each ($66 Per case of 12)
Item #54370

12 Unit Display x 2 (24 pieces)
$3 each ($72 per case) Item # 53405

12 Unit Display x 2 (24 pieces)
$3 each ($72 per case) Item # 53405

12 Unit Display x 2 (24 pieces)
$3 each ($72 per case) Item # 53405

12 Unit Display x 2 (24 pieces)
$3 each ($72 per case) Item # 53405

$5.50 Each ($66 Per case of 12)
Item #54390

$5.50 Each ($66 Per case of 12)
Item #54450

$5.50 Each ($66 Per case of 12)
Item #54505

$5.50 Each ($66 Per case of 12)
Item #54333

Get Happy!
Squeeze the Penguin’s belly to launch a soft foam ball.  
The harder you squeeze, the further it shoots – up to 20 
feet! Penguin Popper is ideal for indoor and outdoor play.  
Comes with six soft foam balls. 

Great White Popper
Give the shark a squeeze in the midsection 
and watch him spit out a foam ball- up to 20 
feet! The harder you squeeze the, further it 
shoots. Includes 6 foam balls.

I Pop Better Than I Smell
Llamas like to spit, but this one likes to POP! 
Squeeze this luscious Llama belly to shoot foam spit 
balls over 20 feet. Each Llama spitball is made of 
soft foam, you can shoot all 6 saliva spheres safely!

Popping in Pink
Pink Flamingos are standing by for your call so don’t let 
them down with a shrimpy order. Each Flamingo Popper 
include six soft foam balls that shoot about 20 feet!

Quack Attack!
This cute little Mallard is an outdoor favorite. Just 
give the Duck a squeeze in the midsection and out 
shoots one of six soft foam balls.

Go Nuts!
The only way to get that acorn out of the Squirrel Popper’s 
mouth is to give him a firm squeeze! Do that and out shoots the 
soft foam nut – up to 20 feet of squirrel – popping distance.

Grin and Bear it!
Grab the Bear by the midsection and give him a firm 
squeeze. That sudden burst of air pressure shoots 
out a soft foam ball up to 20 feet. The harder you 
squeeze, the faster and farther the ball launches 
out. Includes six soft foam balls.

Man’s Best Friend (Woman’s, too)
Grab the Dog by the tummy and give him 
a firm squeeze.  That sudden burst of air 
pressure shoots out a soft foam ball up 
to 20 feet. The harder you squeeze, the 
faster and further the ball launches out. 
Includes six soft foam balls.
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$5.50 Each ($66 Per case of 12)
Item #54917

$5.50 Each ($66 Per case of 12)
Item #54790

$5.50 Each ($66 Per case of 12)
Item #54420

$5.50 Each ($66 Per case of 12)
Item #54350

12 Unit Display x 2 (24 pieces)
$3 each ($72 per case) Item # 53405

12 Unit Display x 2 (24 pieces)
$3 each ($72 per case) Item # 53405

12 Unit Display x 2 (24 pieces)
$3 each ($72 per case) Item # 53405

12 Unit Display x 2 (24 pieces)
$3 each ($72 per case) Item # 53405

$5.50 Each ($66 Per case of 12)
Item #54792

$5.50 Each ($66 Per case of 12)
Item #54430

$5.50 Each ($66 Per case oft 12)
Item #54763 assorted

$5.50 Each ($66 Per case of 12)
Item #54918

Mother
of Pearl!

Goose the Moose!
Grab that Moose by the midsection and give him a squeeze! 
That sudden air pressure launches a soft foam ball up to 20 
feet. The harder you squeeze, the faster and farther the ball 
shots out. Includes six soft foam balls.

Big Fish On!
That’s a big fat bass spittin’ a soft foam bobber out 
of his mouth – up to 20 feet!  Just squeeze the bass 
in the midsection and out launches one of six soft 
foam balls.

Better than a back scratch
Little Kitty’s caught a mouse! This popper has 6 
shots, 9 lives and comes with catlike reflexes. 
Load up the foam mice balls and squeeze this 
furry feline to shoot them over 20 feet! Definitely 
a good popper to buy right meow.

No Hoax. Big Foot Lives!
The mysterious Big Foot Popper is now avail-
able and includes six Sasquatch – approved 
soft foam balls. Shoots up to 20 feet!

Fire Breathing Fun
Squeeze the Dragon Popper’s belly 
and he shoots a red and black 
swirled soft foam ball up to 20 
feet! Includes six soft foam balls. 

Monkey See, Monkey Do like Fun!
Give that Monkey Popper a squeeze and 
watch him pop a soft foam ball right from his 
mouth!  That’s good times and that soft foam 
ball shoots up to 20 feet! This popular primate 
comes with six soft foam balls.

Flip, Flop and Pop
She can’t walk but she loves to Pop! 
Mermaids are real (for shore) and 
they’ve come up for air to pop foam 
pearls over 20 feet. Just give them 
a squeeze to shoot all six pearls 
across the seven seas! You Mermaid 
to play with this popper.

Easter Poppers Have Hatched!
Two Easter Squeeze Poppers specifically designed 
for the most delightful and unique Easter baskets!  
Sold in assortments, these adorable egg-
bombardiers are dropping the “motherload” this 
Easter season. Each shoots a soft foam ball up to 
20 feet and never gets stale like eight-week-old, 
forgot-I-hid-those-there Easter eggs.
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Welcome to the Big Leagues!
MLB licensed Poppers are the mascots from your favorite teams. Just squeeze the 
belly and shoot a soft foam ball up to 20 feet! Includes five soft foam balls. That’s 
America’s new favorite past time!   $5.00 Each ($30 per case of 6)

6 05168 55918 8

LOS ANGELES ANGELS Item #55918

6 05168 55917 1

HOUSTON ASTROS Item #55917

6 05168 55927 0

ARIZONA DIAMONDBACKS Item #55927

6 05168 55923 2

ATLANTA BRAVES Item #55923

LOS ANGELES DODGERS Item #55925 SAN FRANCISCO GIANTS Item #55926 CLEVELAND INDIANS Item #55913 KANSAS CITY ROYALS Item #55911

6 05168 55922 5

MIAMI MARLINS Item #55922

6 05168 55924 9

MILWAUKEE BREWERS Item #55924 WASHINGTON NATIONALS Item #55921

6 05168 55920 1

OAKLAND ATHLETICS Item #55920

NEW YORK METS Item #55900 TORONTO BLUE JAYS Item #55908 MINNESOTA TWINS Item #55912

6 05168 55914 0

CHICAGO WHITE SOX Item #55914

6 05168 55928 7

SAN DIEGO PADRES Item #55928 PHILADELPHIA PHILLIES Item #55906 PITTSBURGH PIRATES Item #55907 BOSTON RED SOX Item #55902

6 05168 55916 4

TEXAS RANGERS Item #55916 NEY YORK YANKEES Item #55901 COLORADO ROCKIES Item #55929 BALTIMORE ORIOLES Item #55909

CHICAGO CUBS Item #55903 SEATTLE MARINERS Item #55919 ST LOUIS CARDINALS Item #55905 TAMPA BAY RAYS Item #55910

6 05168 55915 7

Detroit Tigers Item #55915

6 05168 55904 1

Cininnati Reds Item #55904
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$5.50 Each ($66 Per case of 12)
Item #54821

$5.50 Each ($66 Per case of 12)
Item #54823

12 Unit Display x 2 (24 pieces)
$3 each ($72 per case) Item # 53405
$5.50 Each ($66 Per case of 12)
Item #54822

12 Unit Display x 2 (24 pieces)
$3 each ($72 per case) Item # 53405
$5.50 Each ($66 Per case of 12)
Item #54824

Sports in slow-mo
He won’t be getting any homeruns. Or stealing bases. 
Or winning trophies. Maybe just a participation medal. 
But hey, this sloth is trying his best. This friendly jungle 
creature finds himself in a not-so-natural habitat: the 
baseball diamond. The only thing he can do right is pop 
foam baseballs 20 feet. Just don’t expect him to fetch.

Danger: Charging Likely
Rhino it. You know it. We all know that the Sports Rhi-
no Popper is on the gift list. Unlike real rhinos, these 
poppers don’t weigh 2 tons, so grab their tummies 
and squeeze tight! From the safari to your local toy 
store, these Rhino Sports Poppers can shoot foam 
balls over 20 feet!

From scavenging to sports
From scavenging to sports
This little fiend has gone from stealing leftovers from your garbage 
to stealing third base. And then maybe stealing more garbage after. 
Just for a snack. Grab him and squeeze him to launch his foam junk 
ball up to 20 ft!

No Corn Included
What’s rarer than a teammate who actually passes the 
ball? A unicorn. Still, Unicorns aren’t the best passers. 
It may be even rarer to find a unicorn that passes 
the ball like this one. Good thing all you need to do is 
squeeze his tummy to send his ball flying. Lucky you!
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$5.50 Each ($66 Per case of 12)
Item # 54328

$5.50 Each ($66 Per case of 12)
Item #54916

12 Unit Display x 2 (24 pieces)
$3 each ($72 per case) Item # 53405
$5.50 Each ($66 Per case of 12)
Item #54327

12 Unit Display x 2 (24 pieces)
$3 each ($72 per case) Item # 53405
$5.50 Each ($66 Per case of 12)
Item #54366

A Popper perfect for Children!
Legend tells of a toy so fun, a design so 
cute and amazing, a foam ball popper so 
powerful yet safe to play with that it was 
hidden away from the public. We sent 
expeditions into the icy tundra searching 
for that mysterious toy, the Yeti Popper was 
finally discovered just for you!

A Popper you might like to Re-Tail
What can get between a dog and his ball? 
You. But it looks like this pug won’t give it 
up any time soon. Tickle its tummy, then 
give it a squeeze to watch the slobbery 
foam ball go flying 20 feet. Dog drool and 
midnight barking sold separately.

Don’t worry, this popper doesn’t poke
This prickly hog bit off more than it can chew. And 
you can save it by squeezing its belly, or to just 
hit your friend on the head with a foam ball. It’s 
up to you, really. All we know is that this big-ap-
petite hedgehog is fully loaded for big fun. 

Shoots 20 feet, but it’s mostly armless
The king of the dinosaurs roamed the land as the apex 
predator. No other beast was as ferocious or as powerful. 
Everyone feared the massive beast: his fangs, his roar, 
and his fun foam ball... were all terrifying.
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$3.50 Each ($28 per case of 12)
Item #54212 RAINBOW

$3.50 Each ($28 per case of 12)
Item #54220 ORANGE

$3.50 Each ($28 per case of 12)
Item #54210 GREEN

$5.50 Each ($66 Per case of 12)
Item #54904

WHOLESALE REPRESENTATIVES

1

2
4

3

5

61

1

1 AK, AZ, CA, HI, ID, NM, NV, OR, WA 
Toyology
818-222-5003

4 DC, MD, N.VA
J.A. Kane Inc.
202-342-3844

2 CO, MT, UT, WY 
J Cooper Group LLC
720-663-7887

5 DE, Western PA,
HighFive
703-724-0010

6 CT, MA, ME, NH, NJ, NY, RI, VT
Enchanted Moments
772-257-6580

3 AR, AL, FL, GA, IA, IL, IN, KY, KS, LA, MI, MO, 
MN, MS, NC, ND, NE, OH, OK, SC, SD, TN, 
TX, WI, WV, VA
Diverse Marketing
800-777-TOYS (8697)

BACK ORDERS:
Please indicate if you don’t want back orders. Unless requested otherwise, we back 
order items if they are out of stock when you order. Customer is responsible for 
canceling any unwanted back orders.

PAYMENT:
Orders are shipped prepaid, credit card (VISA, MasterCard, American Express, Discover 
Card), or Net 30 days upon approval of credit.

CREDIT TERMS:
Established businesses may apply for credit by completing and signing our credit 
application. Upon approval, terms are Net 30 days, FOB our warehouse in Clackamas, 
Oregon. Accounts with a past due invoice will not be shipped.

NOTICE:
Product information may change after the catalog is printed. We regret any typographical 
errors and cannot be held responsible for them.

WARNING:
Most of our items have small parts and may be choking hazards.

©2019 Hog Wild, LLC. All rights reserved. No packaging, text, designs or images in this 
catalog may be reproduced or digitized without our written permission.

www.hogwildtoys.com

ORDER INFORMATION:
Please have the following information ready:
• Your customer number or account name
• Your shipping address and preferred method of shipping
• Item numbers, names and quantities for each
• Whether or not you accept back orders
• First time orders must be paid by credit card, then future orders can be shipped 
with terms (with credit approval)

PLACING YOUR ORDER:
Call our customer service staff toll free at 1.888.231.6465 any time between 8:00 a.m. 
and 4:30 p.m. (Pacific Time) Monday through Friday. You can fax us 24 hours a day at 
503.233.0960. You can send orders by mail to Hog Wild, LLC., 12402 SE Jennifer St, 
Suite 100, Clackamas, OR 97015. You can send us an email at orders@hogwild-
toys.com. Or you can place orders through your local sales representative.

MINIMUMS:
You can order as little as a case at a time. Orders under $150.00 must pay with credit 
card or pay $10.00 surcharge.

SHIPPING:
FOB our warehouse in Clackamas, Oregon.  We try to ship most orders within 5 
working days.

RETURNS:
We do not sell on consignment or on a guaranteed-sale basis. We do not accept 
returns of shopworn merchandise. If we do accept a return, we will require a return 
authorization with the shipment. We charge a 15% restocking fee.

The Magic is the Poo!
Every time a Unicorn poos, the Hog makes 
more money. Maybe that’s not a great reason 
to buy but we’ve had a lot of success with 
Unicorns and poo is a close second. Why not 
combine the two and see what magic comes 
out? Rainbow Poo (i.e. six rainbow-colored 
soft-foam balls) included with every Poopin’ 
Unicorn Popper. That’s a sweet deal!

Orange
REFILLS SOLD HERE!

GREEN
REFILLS SOLD HERE!

RAINBOW
REFILLS SOLD HERE!

12 replacement soft foam balls. Fits all styles of Poppers.
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